November 2017: A Very Scary
Scarecrow

Scarecrow spotted at Midmar. The poster reads "Trump May Scare More Than Crows". (pic: Brian
Thomson)

Midmar Centenary: 100 Years Of
Digging

The files, boxed and ready for the City Archivist.

2017 marks the first hundred years of a number of Edinburgh sites.
Brian Thomson at Midmar has looked back with the aid of a boxful of
carefully preserved files...
Faced last year with an accumulation of over 3,500 pages of
documents dating back to 1930, the Midmar Allotment Association
(MAA) gave serious thought on their future disposal. We realised that
since 2017 was to be our Centenary Year we should prepare a history
of the site, have a special celebration at our 2017 Open Day, and seek a
permanent home for the MAA Archive.
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Research on our early history benefitted greatly from examining the
excellent resources held in the Council Archives previously used
extensively by Caitlin O’ Brien De Silvey for her MSc thesis: When
Plotters Meet.
The History
The Midmar Allotment site of just under 3 hectares lies below the west
side of Blackford Hill and was previously two fields used for stock
grazing. In 1917, midway through the Great War and with threats to
imported food supplies, the Wartime Government passed the Defence
of the Realm Act. This encouraged local authorities to secure suﬃcient
parcels of land on a temporary basis for the growing of crops by those
not directly involved in the Armed Services to augment home food
production. In Edinburgh, these measures were successful. In October
2017, there were 546 allotment plots on 10 sites (most in the South
Side). Subsequently, large areas of public parks were turned over
temporarily as allotments. Councils had powers to identify and
requisition other vacant land held privately, with provision for the land to
be resumed for development after The Peace. By 1919, the number of
plots peaked at some 5000 (more than three times the current total).
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Midmar Allotments (with a total of 109 plots) were established through
the willingness of the local landowners to assist with the war eﬀort.
Agreement was entered into initially for the northmost of two fields and
on 18 October 1917 for use of the adjoining field to the south. In

subsequent years, the lease was extended, the rent varied, and a
change of ownership noted.
After the war, cultivation ceased at a large number of sites in the city,
but not Midmar. While the earlier MAA had a Secretary, his committee
had ceased to function by the mid 1920s. The Council’s archives
evidence breaches of regulations by allowing hen runs to be
established (1925), inadequate fencing allowing free range to invading
rabbits, trespassers, and jobbing gardeners working on nearby villas
depositing green waste within the site, problems of flooding of the
lowest lying areas, and complaints from neighbours about the daily
burning of rubbish on the allotments (1926).
In 1929, letters from three plot holders to the Council reiterated the
rabbit problem, the malicious destruction of young plants, and the lack
of organisation and security at Midmar. It was suggested by one that
the Council act to require the incumbent Secretary to convene a
meeting of concerned plot holders. That meeting, held on 27 March
1930, was attended by “about 50 allotment holders” The participants
identified priorities of repairing and making good surrounding fences
and providing locking gates with keys supplied to plot holders, and
agreed that the reconstituted MAA aﬃliate with the Edinburgh and Leith
Federation of Allotment Holders (now FEDAGA) and the Scottish
National Union of Allotment Holders (now the Scottish Allotment and
Gardens Society (SAGS)).

The view to Arthur's Seat

Gradually, inroads were made into securing the site, providing locked
gates with keys for plotholders (with a 1/- (5 pence) deposit) and
removing long established piles of rubbish. Subsequent years’ AGM
and management committee minutes record the perennial concerns of
maintaining external site security and internal amenity. The two
decades following World War Two were a period of consolidation, with
replacement of personnel on an aging management committee. A
threatening event in 1965, however, was an (thankfully) unsuccessful
motion by a local councillor to have the lease with the landowners
terminated with a view to future residential development of the two
fields.
The early 1970s saw a rising problems of neglected plots and apathy
among plot holders in standing for committee oﬃce or attending the
Annual General Meetings. In 1972, for the first time since 1945, an AGM
was not held. By the early 1980s, however, allotments generally again
grew in popularity. The Committee promoted an internal “best kept
plot” competition and Midmar enjoyed successes in the Council’s
annual “best kept sites” competition

The view from Blackford Hill

Events of significance in recent years include: submission in 2002, of
observations in respect of the Edinburgh South East Area Local Plan
which helped thwart proposals to designate a nearby grassed field as
suitable for residential development, and the identification in 2003 of a
suitable plot for communal use with design proposals invited from

student landscape architects as to how the plot should function. In
2006, an area of wetland in the valley of the site was promoted as an
area of biological diversity. A chalet on the communal plot, a
composting toilet, and new tool sheds were provided. These initiatives
were financed by income from Open Days held annually since 2006, by
grant applications to community funding bodies for communal compost
areas, the communal chalet (and associated lighting and hot water
heating), measures to enhance biodiversity and the GPS mapping of the
entire site. Other measures such as maintaining boundary security,
upgrading the water supply and tackling erosion and instability of paths
have benefitted from funding from the Council mediated through the
auspices of FEDAGA.

A yellow brick road at Midmar. Can you spot the Tin Man? (pic: Brian Thomson)

The Celebration
To celebrate our Centenary Year, our Open Day on Saturday 19 August
2017 featured a Best Scarecrow Competition and live music from an
accomplished duo of professional musicians who attended hot foot
from an earlier gig at The National Museum of Scotland. Good weather
blessed the event. A good time was had by all.

A Home for the Midmar Archives
On 3 November 2017, to cap a successful Centenary Year the Midmar
Archive was formally gifted to the City of Edinburgh Council City
Archives.
(A fuller illustrated version of this history will soon be available on the
Midmar Website.)

Protect Your Allotment Plot

Filling in online forms is not the most exciting thing in the world, but if
you wish to do anything worthwhile today then please spare 10 minutes
to look at these questions. The answers will determine how the Scottish
Government sets about implementing forthcoming allotment legislation.
The consultation is on how statutory guidance for Councils pertaining
to allotments will be framed. It is vitally important that a large number of
plotholders respond. If the Government gets this wrong (and you never
know...) then the potentially strong Community Empowerment Act will
wither and die through ineﬀectiveness.
This consultation is of importance not only to existing plotholders but
also to those on the waiting list for an allotment.
Please look at this SAGS webpage for a bit of background information
and click through to the consultation document itself. SAGS have also
prepared a one page summary and a list of the questions with their
suggested responses.
The closing date is 17th November.

Rockdust - Bulk Purchase
Opportunity

The value of adding volcanic rock dust to your soil is becoming more
and more understood. We used to stock it in the FEDAGA shop and
many members have successfully tried it. Basically, rock dust replaces
minerals that wash out of soils over many years of cultivation. I've been
using it for four years on my plot in Inverleith and am impressed with
the results. Plants grow stronger and are healthier and are therefore less
prone to disease. Club root and white rot are much less problematic
too.
I arranged a bulk purchase for the site and found the benefits were so
great that plotholders at Inverleith put together a testimonial for the
REMIN website. Please take a look here.
FEDAGA has been oﬀered a bulk purchase opportunity that is extended
to all sites. The retail price of a 20kg bag is £13.99, FEDAGA have been
oﬀered a deal where your site can buy a pallet load of 49 bags for £378
- that's £7.71 a bag. The minimum annual application rate works out at
four bags for a full sized allotment. If your site would like to combine an
order and buy a pallet load then email remin@fedaga.org.uk. Delivery is
included and will be made to your site.

Depending on orders we may be able to reduce the price to nearer £5 a
bag but would require to order 6 pallet loads, so the more the merrier!
Do please advertise this around your site and encourage members to
combine to make these savings. Please register an interest by end of
the year when a final deal can be consolidated and arranged for
delivery early 2018. Thanks.
Stuart McKenzie

Other Trading Scheme News

Him again. Sorry.

The annual Seed Potato and Onion Set orders are now out - see
October's Newsletter. The closing date is 13th November, but may
vary from site to site so please check with your representative. Orders
will be delivered in February.
Don't forget you can use the online Kings Seeds trading scheme 24
hours a day, 365 days a year.
These are opportunities to save money for yourself (as we've
negotiated a great price reduction) and also chip in to your site's
reserves as a kickback dividend goes to your site association. Making
life better for you and helping support allotment communities. What's
not to like?
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